In this paper, we present some basic properties concerning the derivation algebra Der.T /, the quasiderivation algebra QDer.T / and the generalized derivation algebra GDer.T / of a Lie triple system T , with the relationship Der.T / Â QDer.T / Â GDer.T / Â End.T /. Furthermore, we completely determine those Lie triple systems T with condition QDer.T / D End.T /. We also show that the quasiderivations of T can be embedded as derivations in a larger Lie triple system.
Introduction
Lie triple systems arose initially in Cartan's study of Riemannian geometry. Jacobson [8] first introduced them in connection with problems from Jordan theory and quantum mechanics, viewing Lie triple systems as subspaces of Lie algebras that are closely related to the ternary product. Lister gave the structure theory of Lie triple systems of characteristic 0 in [14] . Hopkin introduced the concepts of nilpotent ideals and the nil-radical of Lie triple systems, she successfully generalized Engel's theorem to Lie triple systems in characteristic zero [7] . More recently, Lie triple systems have been connected with the study of the Yang-Baxter equations [10] .
As is well known, derivation and generalized derivation algebras are very important subjects in the research of Lie algebras. In the study of Levi factors in derivation algebras of nilpotent Lie algebras, the generalized derivations, quasiderivations, centroids and quasicentroids play key roles [1] . In [15] , Melville dealt particularly with the centroids of nilpotent Lie algebras. The most important and systematic research on the generalized derivation algebras of a Lie algebra and their subalgebras was due to Leger and Luks. In [11] , some nice properties of the quasiderivation algebras and of the centroids have been obtained. In particular, they investigated the structure of the generalized derivation algebras and characterized the Lie algebras satisfying certain conditions. Meanwhile, they also pointed that there exist some connections between quasiderivations and cohomology of Lie algebras. For the generalized derivation algebras of more general nonassociative algebras, the readers will be referred to the papers [2-6, 9, 15, 18] .
In this paper, we generalize some beautiful results in [11] to Lie triple system. In particular, we seek to understand the structure of the generalized derivation algebras of a Lie triple system or conversely, we want to characterize the Lie triple systems for which the generalized derivation algebras or their Lie subalgebras satisfy some special conditions. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some elementary observations about generalized derivations, quasiderivations, centroids and quasicentroids, some of which are technical results to be used in the sequel. In Section 3, we characterize completely those Lie triple systems T for which QDer.T / D End.T /. Such Lie triple systems include two-dimensional simple Lie triple systems and all the commutative Lie triple systems. Section 4 is devoted to showing that the quasiderivations of a Lie triple system can be embedded as derivations in a larger Lie triple system M T . Moreover, if the center of T is zero, we obtain a semidirect decomposition of Der. M T /. Section 5 gives a possible extension of the definitions and results about generalized derivations of Lie triple systems.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 ( [16] ). A Lie triple system is a pair .T; OE ; ; / consisting of a vector space T over a field F, a trilinear multiplication OE ; ; W T T T ! T such that for all x; y; z; u; v 2 T;
OEx; x; z D 0; OEx; y; z C OEy; z; x C OEz; x; y D 0; OEx; y; OEz; u; v D OEOEx; y; z; u; v C OEz; OEx; y; u; v C OEz; u; OEx; y; v:
End.T / denotes the set consisting of all linear maps of T . Obviously, End.T / is a Lie algebra over F with the bracket for all x; y; z 2 T:
We denote the set of all derivations by Der.T /, then Der.T / provided with the commutator is a subalgebra of End.T / and is called the derivation algebra of T . for all x; y; z 2 T: Denote by GDer.T / and QDer.T / the sets of generalized derivations and quasiderivations, respectively. It is easy to verify that
Definition 2.8 ( [13] ). T is a Lie triple system and I is a non-empty subset of T . We call Z T .I / D fx 2 T jOEx; a; y D OEy; a; x D 0; 8a 2 I; y 2 T g the centralizer of I in T . In particular, Z T .T / D fx 2 T jOEx; y; z D 0; 8y; z 2 T g is the center of T , denoted by Z.T /
Generalized derivation algebras and their subalgebras
First, we give some basic properties of center derivation algebra, quasiderivation algebra and the generalized derivation algebra of a Lie triple system. From the definition of generalized derivation, one gets OED 1 ; D 2 2 GDer.T /; so GDer.T / is a subalgebra of End.T /.
Similarly, QGer.T / is a subalgebra of End.T /. Assume that D 1 ; D 2 2 C.T /: 8x; y; z 2 T; note that
Similarly,
For all x; y; z 2 T; we have
and
Then OED 1 ; D 2 2 ZDer.T / and ZDer.T / is an ideal of Der.T /.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a Lie triple system. Then
Hence,
Thus, Hence, OED.x/; y; z C OEx; D.y/; z C OEx; y; D.z/ D 3DOEx; y; z:
For all x; y; z 2 T; we have It is easy to verify OEQDer.L/; OEQC.L/; QC.L/ Â OEQC.L/; QC.L/ by the Jacobi identity of Lie algebra. Thus for all x; y; z; w 2 L; then we call L a Jordan algebra.
Proposition 3.9 ([19]
). Let T be a Lie triple system over F (char F 6 D 2), with the operation
Then the pair .End.T /; / is a Jordan algebra.
Corollary 3.10. Let T be a Lie triple system over F (char F 6 D 2), with the operation 4 Lie triple systems with QDer.T / D End.T / Let T be a Lie triple system over F. We define a linear map : T˝T˝T ! T; x˝y˝z 7 ! OEx; y; z. Define Ker. /:=f P x˝y˝z 2 T˝T˝T j x; y; z 2 T; P OEx; y; z D 0g, then it is easy to see that Ker. / is a subspace of T˝T˝T .
We define .T˝T˝T / C WD hx˝y˝zCy˝x˝z j x; y; z 2 T i and .T˝T˝T / WD hx˝y˝z y˝x˝z j x; y; z 2 T i, then both .T˝T˝T / C and .T˝T˝T / are subspaces of T˝T˝T . It is easy to check that T˝T˝T D .T˝T˝T / C u .T˝T˝T / .direct sum of vector spaces/;
and we also have dim.T˝T˝T / C D n 2 .n C 1/=2 and dim.T˝T˝T / D n 2 .n 1/=2; where dim.T / D n:
for all x; y; z 2 T . Proof. .)/ For all P x˝y˝z 2 Ker. /, we have P OEx; y; z D 0. Thus,
Since D 2 QDer.T /, we have Hence D .T˝T˝T / C Â .T˝T˝T / C and it is easy to check that On the other hand, the converse of Theorem 4.3 is also valid. One can prove the following theorem. 
The quasiderivations of Lie triple systems
In this section, we will prove that the quasiderivations of T can be embedded as derivations in a larger Lie triple system and obtain a direct sum decomposition of Der(T ) when the center Z.T / is equal to zero. In this section, t is an indeterminate and we consider the linear space If U is a subspace of T such that T D U˚OET; T; T ; then 
Conclusion
In fact, definitions of GDer.T /, QDer.T /, QC.T / and C.T / of a Lie triple system T could be extended to n-Lie algebras (n 3) and some other types of algebras such as superalgebras, color algebras, non-commutative algebras and Hom-type algebras. Take an n-Lie algebra L for example, we could define GDer.L/ as bellow. Let .L; OE ; ; / be a n-Lie algebra. for all x 1 ; ; x n 2 L: Let GDer.L/ be the set of generalized derivations of L. It is easy to verify that GDer.L/ is a Lie algebra called a generalized derivation algebra.
Other definitions on QDer.L/, QC.L/ and C.L/ of L could be presented in a similar way. The discussion in Section 2, 3, 4 in this paper could probably be carried to the case of n-Lie algebra L. We could take the same or similar discussions about some other types of algebras mentioned above. Some of the results have been generalized in recent years and the case of other algebras could be left to the authors.
